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1 Introduction
Annoying shaky motion is one of the significant problems in home
videos, since hand shake is an unavoidable effect when capturing
by using a hand-held camcorder. Video stabilization is an impor-
tant technique to solve this problem. However, the stabilized videos
resulted by current methods usually have decreased resolution and
are still not so stable. In this sketch, we propose a novel, robust,
and practical method of video stabilization while considering users’
capturing intention. Our method can produce full-frame stabilized
videos, and not only the high frequency shaky motions but also the
low frequency unexpected movements are removed. To guess the
user’s capturing intention, we first consider the regions of interest
(ROI) in the video to estimate which regions or objects the user
wants to capture, and then use a polyline to estimate a new stable
camcorder motion path while avoiding the user’s interested regions
being cut out. Then, we fill the dynamic and static missing areas
caused by frame alignment from other frames to keep the same res-
olution and quality as the original video. Furthermore, we smooth
the discontinuous regions by using a 3D Poisson-based method. Af-
ter the above automatic operations, a full-frame stabilized video can
be achieved and the important regions can also be preserved.

2 Camcorder Path Estimation
To estimate the global camcorder motion path, we first extract
the feature points of each frame by SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature
Transform), which is invariant to scaling and rotation of the im-
age. The feature points on every consecutive frames are matched
if the distances between the feature descriptions are small enough
and RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) is used to select the
inliers of the matched feature pairs. Then, a3×3 affine transforma-
tion matrix between the two consecutive frames can be achieved,
which contains six parameters. Once the transformation matrices
between the consecutive frames are obtained, all of the transforma-
tions can be combined to derive a global transformation chain.

To extract the video ROI from the input video, we take the tempo-
ral and spatial attention models into consideration to produce the
spatiotemporal video saliency maps. The spatial attention model is
based on image ROI and the temporal attention model is extracted
by considering the moving objects in the video. To obtain the spa-
tiotemporal attention model by combining the temporal and spa-
tial attention models, the spatiotemporal saliency mapSal(i) of
framei is defined asSal(i) = kti × SalT (i) + ksi × SalS(i)
[Zhai and Shah 2006], whereSalT (i) andSalS(i) are the tem-
poral and spatial saliency maps of framei, and the weighting pa-
rameterskti and ksi are defined askti = αi/(αi + β) and
ksi = β/(αi + β), whereβ ∈ (0, 1) is a constant value and
αi = SalT (i)/(max(SalT (i)) − min(SalT (i))).

To obtain a stabilized camcorder motion path without not only the
high frequency shaky motions but also the low frequency unex-
pected movements, we use a polyline to fit the estimated global
camcorder motion path while considering video ROI. Once the
camcorder motion path is fitted by a polyline, the video frames are
aligned along the polyline fitted camcorder motion path.

3 Video Completion
After aligning the video frames along the stabilized camcorder mo-
tion path, there are several missing areas in the new stabilized video.
To complete the video, we first detect the moving objects to seg-
ment the video to a static background region and some dynamic
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Figure 1: Top: The original video with annoying shaky motions.
Middle: Stabilized frames with missing areas. Bottom: Our result.

moving object regions. Then, we complete the missing areas by
filling dynamic regions and static regions respectively. In order to
detect moving objects, we evaluate the optical flow of them by us-
ing an efficient and less noisy optical flow approach to obtain the
motion vector of each pixel, and the length of the motion vector
shows the motion value. The motion values in the moving object
regions are considered to be relatively larger than those in the static
background region. If the missing area falls in the regions where
the neighboring pixels have been masked as the dynamic region,
this area is treated as the dynamic region and motion inpainting
[Matsushita et al. 2006] is used to complete the area, otherwise we
recover the area by mosaicing.

Although the missing areas caused by the stabilized camcorder mo-
tion path are completed, there may be a discontinuous boundary be-
tween the recovered pixels and the original frame, since the missing
areas may be large and needed to be filled from the frame far from
the current one. In order to keep the spatial and temporal continuity,
we provide a 3D Poisson-based smoothing method before filling in
a pixel from other frames, the Poisson equation is applied to obtain
a smoothed pixel by considering its neighboring pixels in the same
frame and neighboring frames.

4 Result
In Figure 1, the user wants to use the hand-held camcorder to cap-
ture a panorama view. Without a tripod, the captured video are
shaky due to the hand shakes. Although the camcorder motion path
can be stabilized by a polyline-based motion path, without taking
video ROI into consideration, the stabilized motion path may cause
the building to be cut out.The bottom row of Figure 1 shows our re-
sult which is stabilized as captured by using a tripod and the build-
ing could be preserved in the stabilized video.
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